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eaes.et Grade 12 Result 2023/2015 Ethiopia

The provided Amharic text discusses exam performance, specifically the grade 12 national examination in Ethiopia for the academic year 2015 E.C. Here’s the translation:

	Pass Rate and Performance of Grade 12 National Exam in 2015 E.C.


4.1. The pass rate for male students was 28.65% and for female students it was 30.99%. The overall national average pass rate was 25.62%.

4.2. The pass rate in urban areas was 29.55%, while in rural areas it was 27.64%. The difference in pass rates between urban and rural areas was noted.

4.3. In terms of streams, the Natural Science stream had a pass rate of 29.98% while the Social Science stream had a pass rate of 27.68%.

4.4. Regional performance: Addis Ababa had a pass rate of 29.22%, Dire Dawa 26.11%, and Harari 26.72%. There were variations in the performance based on regions.

4.5. Based on language of instruction: English 27.92%, Afan Oromo 28.48%, Amharic 30.74%, Tigrigna 25.62%, Somali 26.49%, Afar 30.99%, Sidama 29.93%, Wolaytta 28.03%, and Guragigna 27.07%.

4.6. Number of Students who Scored High:

4.6.1. From the male students, 649 scored between 600-640 points, and from the female students, 533 scored in the same range.

4.6.2. For Natural Sciences, 646 out of 649 high scoring students were male.

4.6.3. For Social Sciences, from the high scoring students, 533 were male and 514 were female.

4.6.4. For special needs students: 220 scored above average. The breakdown includes:

	Visually impaired students: 500 (from 4000 total) scored above average.
	Hearing-impaired students: 600 (from 6000 total) scored above average.
	Physically challenged students: 205 scored above average.


eaes.et Grade 12 Result 2023/2015 Ethiopia

 

	Regarding Registrations: In 2015 E.C, for the 12th-grade national exam, a total of 502,767 students were registered. From them, 488,511 (97.2%) students were seated for the exam, and 356,677 (97.5%) of the students are grade 12 candidates. Concerning the re-sitting students, 845,188 (97.3%) sat for the exam. From the special needs students: 1,041 students registered in 205 exam centers, and 1,246 students took the exam.
	Regarding Exam Administration: The exam was administered in 4,097 centers with 44,853 rooms. Specifically for the grade 12 national exam, 3,965 centers with 42,000 rooms were used. The total number of exam observers was 31,500. For the grade 12 national exam, 869 supervisors and 32,369 proctors were involved.
	Regarding Cheating and Exam Irregularities: In the 2050 exam centers, cheating incidents occurred in 409 centers. For the grade 12 national exam, cheating was observed in 859 centers. As a result, 376 students were penalized, and 483 had their exams voided for the following reasons:
	Impersonation.
	Taking in unauthorized materials into the exam room.
	Other cheating incidents.
	The involvement of proctors and supervisors in the cheating process.





Regarding the grade 10 national exam, in the 2014 E.C. academic year, cheating was observed in 2,014 centers, whereas in 2014/15, 20,170 students were penalized. In 2015 E.C., 859 students were penalized, indicating that there is a significant decrease in the number of cheating incidents compared to 2014 E.C.

4.7. Number of Students Scoring Above 50% in the Grade 12 National Exam (By Stream)

	Stream	Total Students (2014)	Total Students (2015)	Students Scoring Above 50% (2014)	% (2014)	Students Scoring Above 50% (2015)	% (2015)
	Natural Science	339,642	356,878	22,974	6.8%	19,017	5.3%
	Social Science	556,878	488,221	7,060	1.3%	8,250	1.7%
	Total	896,520	845,099	30,034	3.3%	27,267	3.2%


4.8. Number of Male Students Scoring Above 50% in the Grade 12 National Exam

	Year	Total Male Students (2014)	Total Male Students (2015)	Male Students Scoring Above 50% (2014)	% (2014)	Male Students Scoring Above 50% (2015)	% (2015)
	Urban	485,393	447,567	20,438	4.2%	18,383	4.1%
	Rural	411,127	397,532	9,596	2.3%	8,884	2.2%
	Total	896,520	845,099	30,034	3.3%	27,267	3.2%


4.9. Number of Female Students Scoring Above 50% in the Grade 12 National Exam

	Region	Total Female Students	Female Students Scoring Above 50%	%
	Tigray	16,541	12	0.1%
	Afar	169,502	498	0.3%
	Amhara	659,056	26,757	4.1%
	Total	845,099	27,267	3.2%


| Grade 10  | Grade 12  | Grade 8  | Intake Capacity  |  Matric Result  | National Exam | NIMEI |  Placement  |  Student Result  | University |  Vacancy  |
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Oromia Education Bureau Grade 8 Result 2023/2015 oromia.ministry.et. As the sun rose over the stunning landscape of Oromia, the Education Bureau had a particularly thrilling announcement to make.

The much-anticipated Grade 8 results for the academic year of 2023/2024 were finally out. But the excitement wasn’t just about the announcement; it was also about the promise these results held for the future of Oromia’s education landscape.

[image: Oromia Education Bureau Grade 8 Result 2023/2015 oromia.ministry.et]
Oromia Education Bureau Grade 8 Result 2015/2023

The Oromia Education Bureau, the chief administrative body responsible for managing the education system in Ethiopia’s largest region, had been tirelessly striving to elevate educational standards. The 2023/2024 Grade 8 results were indeed a testimony to their steadfast commitment and hard work.

The Bureau was proud to announce that the students’ performance had significantly improved, not only in comparison to the previous years but also in relation to other regions in Ethiopia. This outcome was undoubtedly a result of the persistent efforts of the Oromia Education Bureau to enhance the quality of education and create conducive learning environments.

As the exam results were made available on the official website, oromia.ministry.et, it was evident that the Bureau’s strategic approach to improving education had paid off. The performance analysis showed an impressive overall pass rate and exceptional performances in core subjects such as Math and English.


Students of Grade 8, Exam Results for the Year 2015 from the Regional Level!

BBO- August 18, 2015

The results of the Grade 8 exam for the year 2015 can be accessed through the two links provided below. By entering your name and your ID number in the respective fields, you’ll be able to view your results. We inform the students who took the 8th grade regional exam in 2015 that you can check your results by using the two links below, entering your name and ID number.

Telegram bot: @G8MinistryResultQMTBot”

Current Status: SERVER DOWN

Access the Official Website: oromia.ministry.et





A Quality-Driven Approach

The improved results were not just a matter of higher grades; they were about the quality of learning that had taken place. The Bureau had implemented a series of reforms in recent years, focusing on teacher training, upgrading learning resources, and establishing better monitoring and evaluation mechanisms. These efforts were made evident through the substantial increase in the average score of students across various subjects.

In addition to the improved performance in core subjects, the Bureau also noted remarkable progress in students’ performance in local languages and social studies. This progress reflected the Bureau’s emphasis on providing a well-rounded education that nurtures both national and global perspectives in students.

How to check the Oromia Ministry result online?

Checking results online often depend on the specific platform or website that hosts the results. However, in general, here are some generic steps to check examination results online:

1. Access the Official Website: oromia.ministry.et

The first step is to find the official website that hosts the results. This could be a government or school website. In your context, it seems like you’d want to go to the Oromia Education Bureau’s official website or the specified result portal provided by the institution.

2. Locate the Results Section:

Once on the website, look for a link or button that leads to results. This could be labeled as “Results”, “Examination Results”, “Scores”, or something similar. Often, it is located in the menu bar or somewhere noticeable on the home page.

3. Enter Your Information:

After clicking on the results link, you’ll typically be asked to enter some information to access your results. This could include your roll number, registration number, date of birth, or other identifiers. Make sure you have these details on hand.

4. View Your Results:

After you have entered your information, there should be a button to submit the details and view your results. Clicking on it will typically display your results on the screen. The details provided might include your scores, pass/fail status, or even percentile ranking depending on the type of examination.

5. Save/Print Your Results:

It’s often a good idea to save a copy of your results for your records. You might be able to download a PDF or take a screenshot of the page. Some sites also offer a print-friendly version of the results page.

Please remember, these are general steps. The exact process may vary depending on the specific website and system used by the institution hosting the results.

	6th Grade Ministry Result 2023 (Ethiopia) (Released on 28 July 2023)
	8th Grade Ministry Result 2023 (Ethiopia)(Released on 28 July 2023)
	Exit Exam Result 2023 (Ethiopia) (Released on 6 May 2023)
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Ministry Result Grade 8 2023 (2015 EC) Ethiopia. Are you waiting for the Ministry of Education Ethiopia Grade 8 results? We have all the information you need to check your results online. This guide will walk you through navigating the Ministry of Education Ethiopia website and viewing your scores.

The Ministry of Education Ethiopia has recently released the Grade 8 results for the 2023/2024 academic year. You can access these results online and evaluate your performance as a student or parent.

[image: Ministry Result Grade 8 2023 (2015 EC) Ethiopia]
Ministry Result Grade 8 2023

Ethiopia is divided into eleven regions and two city administrations, each with its own educational system. These include the Addis Ababa city administration, Afar Region, Amhara Region, Benishangul-Gumuz Region, Dire Dawa city administration, Gambela Region, Harari Region, Oromia Region, Sidama Region, Somali Region, South West Ethiopia Peoples’ Region, Southern Nations, Nationalities, and Peoples’ Region, and Tigray Region.

Checking Your Grade 8 Ministry Result 2023

Here’s how you can check your NEAEA Grade 8 result:

	Visit the regional Ministry website.
	Locate the “Result” section on the website.
	Enter your registration number and other required details.
	Click the “Submit” button.
	Your results will now be displayed on your screen.


In addition to viewing the results online, you can also download a PDF of the NEAEA exam results for Grade 8 and Grade 10.

Grade 8 Students’ Pass/Fail Statistics

For a broader perspective on the performance of Grade 8 students, here are some statistics:

	Total passed: 2,885
	Total  failed: 464
	Total scored zero: 15,517 (37 percent)
	Total scored one: 1,927 (4 percent)
	Total scored two: 942 (2 percent)


Please note that statistics for students who scored three, four, and five are not available.

Pass/Fail Statistics by Region

Here’s a breakdown of the pass/fail statistics for Grade 8 students in the academic years 2021/2022 and 2022/2023:

	For 2021/2022, Region 1 (North) had a 73% pass rate, Region 2 (Central) 81%, and Region 3 (South) 66%.
	For 2022/2023, Region 1 (North) improved to a 77% pass rate, Region 2 (Central) to 84%, and Region 3 (South) to 69%.


We hope that this guide helps you to easily access your NEAEA Grade 8 result 2023/2024. Best of luck as you check your results!

Regions and Result Links

	
	Sl	Name	Capital
	1	Addis Ababa	Addis Ababa
	2	Afar Region	Semera
	3	Amhara Region	Bahir Dar
	4	Benishangul-Gumuz Region	Asosa
	5	Dire Dawa	Dire Dawa
	6	Gambela Region	Gambela
	7	Harari Region	Harar
	8	Oromia Region	Addis Ababa[10]
	9	Sidama Region	Hawassa
	10	Somali Region	Jijiga
	11	South West Ethiopia Peoples’ Region	Bonga
	12	Southern Nations, Nationalities, and Peoples’ Region	Hawassa
	13	Tigray Region	Mek’ele


NEAEA EAES Result 2023/2015

	Ministry Grade 8 Result 2023 (2015 EC) (coming soon)
	NEAEA Grade 12 Result 2023 (coming soon)
	NEAEA Grade 10 Result 2023 (coming soon)
	NEAEA Grade 12 University Placement Result 2023 / 2015 EC


NEAEA Result & Cut off (Old)

	6th Grade Ministry Result 2023 (Ethiopia) (Released on 28 July 2023)
	8th Grade Ministry Result 2023 (Ethiopia)(Released on 28 July 2023)
	Exit Exam Result 2023 (Ethiopia) (Released on 6 May 2023)
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Exit Exam Result 2023 (Ethiopia) @result.ethernet.edu.et: The 2023 results for the Ethiopian Higher Education Entrance Exam (EHEE) have now been unveiled, providing an insight into the performance metrics across various universities in the country. With the announcement of these results, universities are busy analyzing their performance, while students eagerly look up their scores.

Topping the charts this year is Gondar University, which saw a phenomenal pass rate of 89.35%. Gondar University’s success can be attributed to its commitment to quality education, reinforcing their reputation as a leading institution for higher learning in Ethiopia.

[image: Exit Exam Result 2023 (Ethiopia) @result.ethernet.edu.et]
Exit Exam Result 2023

Not far behind in the achievement race is Adama Science and Technology University, registering a commendable pass rate of 87.04%. Their continued focus on technology-driven curriculums seems to be bearing fruit, reflecting positively on the students’ outcomes.

Securing the third spot is Bahir Dar University, with a robust pass rate of 84.7%. This highlights the university’s persistent efforts to provide a conducive learning environment, resulting in notable student success.

Exit Exam Result Statistics

Other institutes that deserve commendation for their high pass rates include Hawassa University (81%), Mizan Tepi University (81%), Kabridhar University (80.69%), Bonga University (80.6%), Woldya University (80.3%), RC University (79.66%), Jimma University (79.2%), and Haramaya University (77.6%).

These figures reveal a trend of strong academic performance across many Ethiopian universities, pointing to the overall progress of the nation’s higher education system.

On the other hand, there’s room for improvement in certain universities, with Wolega University trailing at the bottom with a pass rate of just 41%. Mettu University also saw a lower pass rate, with only 53% of students passing the exam.

These institutions would be wise to reassess their teaching methods and resources, fostering an environment that further supports their students’ academic progress.

While pass rates offer a snapshot of overall performance, they also serve as a valuable tool for universities to pinpoint areas of strength and improvement. As these universities prepare for another academic year, the Exit Exam results will surely guide them in enhancing their educational strategies, ensuring every student’s success in the future.

How to Check Exit Exam Results Online?

To check your Ethiopian Higher Education Entrance Exam (EHEE) results online, please follow the steps listed below:

	Open a web browser on your device (like Chrome, Firefox, Safari, etc.).
	Copy and paste this URL into the address bar: https://result.ethernet.edu.et/.
	You will be redirected to the official results page of the Ethiopian Higher Education Entrance Exam (EHEE).
	You may need to enter your registration number or other identification details on this page, depending on the requirements.
	Click on the button to submit your details.
	Your results should be displayed on the screen.


[image: ]

Please make sure to check all information carefully. For any discrepancies or issues, get in touch with the respective authorities immediately. Also, remember to take a printout or screenshot of your results for future reference.
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Addis Ababa Education Bureau Grade 6 Result 2023 aa6.ministry.et or https://www.aa.ministry.et/ Grade 6 Ministry Exam. This 6th-grade regional examination is the 1st cycle assessment of the students based on the new education roadmap of Ethiopia.

If you sat for the Ministry Exam Grade 6 and have been patiently waiting for the results, you’re in the right place. We understand your curiosity, and we’re here to guide you through the result-checking process. Let’s clear all your queries.

As per various sources, the Ministry Qmt Grade 6 Results for 2023 will be released online on the 1st day of the first week of August. To access your results, you can visit the official web portal of the Addis Ababa Education Bureau – aa6.ministry.et.

[image: Addis Ababa Education Bureau Grade 6 Result 2023 aa6.ministry.et or https://www.aa.ministry.et/]
Addis Ababa Education Bureau Grade 6 Result

On the 1st of August, the much-anticipated aa.ministry.et Grade 6 Results were announced. However, the link might not open immediately due to high traffic, so you’re advised to wait a few minutes. Alternatively, you can check your results via the mobile application and Telegram.

Official statistics reveal that 73,667 students took the exam this year. It has been decided that regular students who scored 50% or more will proceed to Grade 7. Furthermore, the pass point for students with different physical disabilities is set at 45%.

In a welcome statistic, 80.2% of students who took the exam this year passed with 50% or more. Out of 67,939 day school students, 56,842, equivalent to 83.6% of them, achieved passing results.

To check your results, you can follow these links:

	aa6.ministry.et
	Telegram Bot: @G6MinistryResultQMTBot


Grade 6 Exam

The Ministry of Education in Ethiopia successfully conducted the Grade 6th National Exam. The Addis Ababa Education Bureau administered the examination on the 26th and 27th of June.

A significant number of students participated in this test, with their selection dependent on their performance. Therefore, it’s natural for the students to be eager to know their scores. Once the Grade 6 Ministry Exam Results 2015 (2023) are published, we will update them here.

Eager for Results

Following the recent release of the Grade 8 National Exam results, students of the 2015 Grade 6 Examination are eager for their results. Expectations are that the results will be available within a week after the Grade 8 results.

The Exam Process

The Addis Ababa City Administration Education Office confirmed that the 6th Grade Exit Exam was conducted smoothly, with no violations at any exam centers. The exam body is prepared to announce the results shortly.

Essential Details about the Grade 6 Results

	Examination Conducted Body: Ministry of Education
	Education Bureau Name: Addis Ababa Education Bureau
	Date of the Examination: 26th June & 27th June 2023
	Official Web Portal: www.aa.ministry.et, www.aa6.ministry.et
	Expected Date of the Results: 1st August 2023
	Article Category: Grade 6 Ministry Exam Results 2023
	Result Status: Released
	Result Mode: Online


How to Check Your Results

To check your Grade 6 Examination results, please follow these steps:

	Visit the 6th Grade Ministry Result portal.
	The homepage will open.
	Click on the ‘Addis Ababa Education Bureau Grade 6 Ministry Exam’ link.
	You will be redirected to the aa6.ministry.et result page.
	Click on ‘View Results’ to see your performance.


Remember to stay patient as the servers might be busy due to the volume of students accessing their results. Congratulations to all the successful students!

NEAEA EAES Result 2023/2015

	Ministry Grade 8 Result 2023 (2015 EC) (coming soon)
	NEAEA Grade 12 Result 2023 (coming soon)
	NEAEA Grade 10 Result 2023 (coming soon)
	NEAEA Grade 12 University Placement Result 2023 / 2015 EC


NEAEA Result & Cut off (Old)

	6th Grade Ministry Result 2023 (Ethiopia) (Released on 28 July 2023)
	8th Grade Ministry Result 2023 (Ethiopia)(Released on 28 July 2023)
	Exit Exam Result 2023 (Ethiopia) (Released on 6 May 2023)
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6th Grade Ministry Result 2023/2015 (Ethiopia): In Ethiopia, the Ministry of Education oversees the national examinations that students take at various levels of their education, including the Grade 6 National Exam.

This exam is significant as it marks the transition from primary to secondary education, hence sometimes referred to as the Primary School Leaving Examination (PSLE).

[image: 6th Grade Ministry Result 2023/2015 (Ethiopia)]
6th Grade Ministry Result

The examination covers various subjects that students have been taught throughout their primary education. These typically include English, Mathematics, Environmental Sciences, and a local language, depending on the region in Ethiopia.

Once the Grade 6 exam results are published, parents and candidates can view them online through their respective ministry websites. Each of the eleven regions and two city administrations has its own official ministry website.

For instance, the Amhara Region has a website named amhara.ministry.et, and Addis Ababa uses aaministry.et. As such, regardless of your location, you can check the 6th Grade Ministry Result on the appropriate website.

Please note that in order to check the ministry exam results, you will need the student’s registration number. After entering this number, click on the ‘Check Result’ button.

Checking 6th Grade Ministry Result 2023

Visit the official website of the Ministry of Education, Ethiopia, or the website specified by the Ministry for result announcements. As of your earlier text, it seems like the results might be available at www.aa.ministry.et or www.aa6.ministry.et.

Once on the homepage, look for the “Grade 6 Ministry Exam Results” link. The exact wording might vary, so look for similar phrases related to “results” or “examinations.”

Click on the relevant link. This should redirect you to a results page.

On the results page, you may be asked to enter your identification details. This could include your exam registration number or other personal details. Input the necessary information and press “enter” or “submit.”

Your exam results should now be displayed on the screen. You may want to save or print the page for your records.

It’s important to note that the exact process might differ slightly based on the specific systems and platforms used by the Ministry of Education in Ethiopia.

Regions and Result Links

	
	Sl	Name	Capital
	1	Addis Ababa	Addis Ababa
	2	Afar Region	Semera
	3	Amhara Region	Bahir Dar
	4	Benishangul-Gumuz Region	Asosa
	5	Dire Dawa	Dire Dawa
	6	Gambela Region	Gambela
	7	Harari Region	Harar
	8	Oromia Region	Addis Ababa
	9	Sidama Region	Hawassa
	10	Somali Region	Jijiga
	11	South West Ethiopia Peoples’ Region	Bonga
	12	Southern Nations, Nationalities, and Peoples’ Region	Hawassa
	13	Tigray Region	Mek’ele


NEAEA EAES Result 2023/2015

	Ministry Grade 8 Result 2023 (2015 EC) (coming soon)
	NEAEA Grade 12 Result 2023 (coming soon)
	NEAEA Grade 10 Result 2023 (coming soon)
	NEAEA Grade 12 University Placement Result 2023 / 2015 EC


NEAEA Result & Cut off (Old)

	6th Grade Ministry Result 2023 (Ethiopia) (Released on 28 July 2023)
	8th Grade Ministry Result 2023 (Ethiopia)(Released on 28 July 2023)
	Exit Exam Result 2023 (Ethiopia) (Released on 6 May 2023)
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Ethiopian Grade 12 Student exam result 2015 E.C @eaes.edu.et is like to be announced soon.

In Ethiopia, the Grade 12 Result, also known as the Ethiopian Higher Education Entrance Examination (EHEEE), is a crucial examination for students who wish to pursue higher education in the country. The EHEEE is typically administered by the Ethiopian Ministry of Education and is taken by students at the end of their secondary education.

Ethiopian Grade 12 Student exam result 2015

The EHEEE is a standardized test that measures a student’s knowledge and skills in various subjects, including mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, English, and Amharic. The test is designed to assess a student’s preparedness for higher education and ensure they have the necessary knowledge and skills to succeed in university-level studies.

The EHEEE is a competitive examination; students must perform well on the test to be considered for admission to Ethiopia’s universities. The test scores determine a student’s placement in the university, with higher scores leading to placement in more prestigious universities.

How to check the Grade 12 Result Online?

The EAES: Educational Assessment and Examination Services allows students to access Ethiopia Student Result online. As a result, the grade 12 exam result can also be checked online.

	Switch on your laptop or mobile and connect to the Internet.
	Open a web browser and type eaes.edu.et
	Enter Your: Registration Number
	Enter “First Name”
	Finally, click on Check You Result.


[image: Ethiopian Grade 12 Student exam result 2015 E.C @eaes.edu.et]

How to check the Grade 12 Result Via SMS?

	By sending their registration number to 6284
	Type your [Reg No.] and send it to 6284


To prepare for the EHEEE, students typically spend several months studying and reviewing the material covered on the test. They may attend classes at a local school or take private lessons to ensure they are well-prepared for the examination. Additionally, students can access past exams and sample test questions to familiarize themselves with the test format and the types of questions they can expect to encounter.

The results of the EHEEE are typically announced a few weeks after the test is administered. Students can access their results online or in person at their school. Those who perform well on the test will be offered a placement at a university, while those who do not pass the test can retake it the following year.

Overall, the Grade 12 Result, or the EHEEE, is a crucial exam for students in Ethiopia who wish to pursue higher education. It is a competitive test that measures a student’s knowledge and skills in various subjects, and the results are used to determine a student’s placement in the university. With proper preparation and hard work, students can perform well on the EHEEE and secure a place in Ethiopia’s top universities.
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NEAEA Grade 12 University Placement Result 2023 / 2015 EC EAES: Educational Assessment and Examination Services: It is known that the 12th grade exam that was to be given in the 2013 academic year was transferred to the 2014 academic year in two rounds due to various national reasons.

A total of 544,568 students (293,856 male and 250,703 female)  have take the postponed exam on Tikimt 29, 2014 E.C. 54,435 (27,979 male and 26,456 female) remaining students who were unable to take the exam on the postponed date due to security concerns took the exam on Tir 24, 2014 E.C.

In total, out of the registered 617,991 students, 599,003 (321,844 male and 277,159 female students) were able to take which shows a 96.9% coverage.

NEAEA Grade 12 University Placement Result 2023/2015

All the Ethiopian students can check their Grade 12 University Placement Result 2022 at Ethiopian Education and Research Network (EthERNet) website. The following steps will help you to get the placement result.

[image: University Placement Result 2022]
	Visit the official website placement.ethernet.edu.et
	Now enter your Student ID Number
	Then type your First Name, Last Name, and Father’s Name
	Finally, Click on the “Show” Button.


If your placement result is not shown on the system, you can search your department and placement result from the list.

Placement Result by Department

For me: Axum: Adigrat: Raya and Woldiya University students who have been studying at these universities and who have been returning to their families due to security reasons have been temporarily assigned to various universities to continue their discontinued studies at https://www.placement.ethernet.edu.et/ We recommend that you report in person when your assigned university calls you.

	For Mekele University Undergraduate Students Download
	For Adigrat University Undergraduate Students Download
	For Axum University Undergraduate Students Download
	For Woldia University Undergraduate Students Download
	For Raya University Undergraduate Students Download


You are not registered: We strongly advise students who have a complaint or grievance to file a complaint at the @moeplacementbot address: @moeplacementbot
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NEAEA Grade 12 Result 2023: EAES result.neaea.gov.et 2015: EAES result.neaea.gov.et 2015 EAES: Educational Assessment and Examination Services check Ethiopian grade 12 student exam result 2014 EC: Check 12th-grade results in online app.neaea.gov.et 12 national exam student results. Until 2021, the Ethiopian University Entrance Examination Certificate was known as the Grade 12 final examination. However, after 2021 it was replaced and renamed as Secondary School Leaving Examination (SSLE).

National Educational Assessment and Examination Agency (NEAEA), Ethiopia Grade 12 Result 2021 will be announced in July 2021. Previously students [image: NEAEA Grade 12 Result 2023: EAES result.neaea.gov.et 2015]used www.nae.gov.et official website to check the grade 12 exam result 2021. However, from now neaea gov et will help us to check the grade 12 national exam result 2012 EC.


NEAEA Grade 12 Result 2023

The second phase of preparatory secondary education has also consisted of a 2-year period since 2001 (Grades 11, 12) and is regarded as preparation for higher education. Until 2003, pupils could obtain the Ethiopian School Leaving Certificate (ESLC) at the end of this period. This certificate has since been replaced by the Ethiopian Higher Education Entrance Examination (EHEEE).

The grade 12th national examination is conducted from July to August 2023 (2015 EC). In general, the NEAEA takes 45 days to review the exam papers and publish the grade 12 result.


NEAEA Grade 12 Result 2023

Current Status: ANNOUNCED



The results were released to the media today.

#In this year, the passing mark for Natural Sciences was set at 649/700, while for Social Sciences, it was 533/600.

students who took the national grade 12 exam in the year 2015, 845,188 in total, 27,267 students (which is 3.2%) scored above 50% and passed.

The results will be announced on Monday (TODAY) afternoon, the Ministry of Education announced on Sunday.

ONLINE Result Checker Link: eaes.et

JOIN FACEBOOK

Update: The Grade 12 National Examination result of the year 2015 will be announced on Gaafa 28/01/2016 as informed.”

The announcement regarding the results of the 12th grade national exam of 2015 E.C. will be given.

……………………………………………………………………

On Meskerem 27/2016 E.C. (from the Ministry of Education), it is announced that the Ministry of Education will release a public statement about the results of the 12th grade national exam of 2015 E.C. on the next day, Meskerem 28/2016 E.C., starting from 6 o’clock in the morning.

Students are also advised to follow the correct information from the Ministry of Education’s platforms.”

Announcement: We would like to inform candidates and the entire educational community that the results of the 12th grade national exam for the 2015 academic year have not been released yet. We urge everyone to remain patient. Ministry of Education (MoE)



How to Check Online?

 

Important Notice for 2015 Exam Candidates:

The Grade 12 National Exam results will be announced on 29/01/2016 at 1:00 AM. Candidates can check their results using the following three methods:

	Website: eaes.et
	Short Message Service (SMS): 6284
	Telegram Bot: @eaesbot


Important Note:

– We inform you that there are no other means to check the results apart from the mentioned methods above. Beware of anyone claiming to provide results.

– Also, our agency does not charge a fee for displaying results.

Education Assessment and Exams Service

Addis Ababa – Ethiopia

Procedure:

To Check on Website:

	Go to your browser and type “eaes.et”.
	On the upcoming page, enter your Admission Number (Registration Number) and your First Name.
	Click on “Check Result” to view your results.


Using SMS:

Send your Admission Number (Registration Number) to 6284. Wait for a response.

Using Telegram Bot:

	Search for “@eaesbot“.
	Follow the provided instructions, input your Admission Number (Registration Number), and wait for the results.


Natural science stream

	specific subjects: biology, chemistry, mathematics, physics.
	general subjects: social studies, English, physical education.
	optional subjects: foreign language, the national language.


Social science stream

	specific subjects: social studies, geography, history.
	general subjects: English, mathematics, physical education.
	optional subjects: foreign language, the national language, natural sciences.


Result.neaea.gov.et grade 12 2023



Until 2003, admission to higher education was based on the results of the Ethiopian School Leaving Certificate Examination. As of that year, admission has been based on the Ethiopian Higher Education Entrance Examination (EHEEE). Formally, pupils must obtain a grade point average (GPA) of at least 2.0 in order to be admitted to the bachelor’s courses.

In practice, however, admission is restricted to pupils with the highest grades due to the limited capacity of the higher education system. Students that have achieved a C grade or higher in at least five subjects including English, mathematics, and Amharic are generally admitted.

Admission to the Diploma programmes requires a GPA of 1.4, yet in practice, the required GPA is determined on the basis of the number of available seats. In order to increase access to higher education for women, they are allowed to access on the basis of a GPA that is 0.2 points lower than the required GPA.

NEAEA Grade 12 Result 2023 Date

The NEA of Ethiopia released the grade 12 result on August 6, 2017. However, 2023 NEAEA published Ethiopia’s grade 12 result on August  27, 2023.

Every year the result is announced either in August or the 1st week of September. Last year more than one million students took the exam across the country, of which 47.7 percent are girls.

How to check Grade 12 Result 2023:

The National Examination Agency (NEA) allows students to access Ethiopia Student Result online. As a result, the grade 12 exam result can also be checked online.

	Switch on your laptop or mobile and connect to the Internet.
	Open a web browser and type www.neaea.gov.et
	Check the main menu and click on Student Result.
	Now select Grade 12.
	Enter “Student Registration Number”
	Finally, click on GO.


[image: NEAEA Grade 12 Result 2023: EAES result.neaea.gov.et 2015]

Recent updates

	A discussion was held regarding the second-level education qualification exam (12th grade) that was postponed in the Tigray region – Ministry of Education and Examinations.

***************

Addis Ababa, September 06, 2016 E.C.In the Tigray region, due to security issues, a discussion was conducted regarding the second-level education qualification certificate exam (12th grade) that was postponed in 2012 E.C. This discussion involved federal police officials and regional exam administrators. The Ministry of Education and Examinations announced this.Deputy Director of the service, Yilikal Wendemeneh, disclosed in his opening speech that various efforts have been made to continue the exam in the region that had been postponed since 2012 E.C. due to security concerns. Moreover, he explained that the exam will be administered in three phases and that the first phase exam (of 2012 E.C.) will be given from September 29 to October 2, 2016 E.C.The registration will take place from September 08-12, 2016 E.C., as confirmed by the exam administration head, Ato Wendosen Eyesuswork.Lastly, extensive discussions have been held involving the documentation of national exam systems and research works in the region with the regional desk officers.Ministry of Education and Examinations

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia


Note: To get all examination result alerts to join our facebook page!

NEAEA EAES Result 2023/2015

	NEAEA Grade 12 Result 2023 (coming soon)
	NEAEA Grade 10 Result 2023 (coming soon)
	NEAEA Grade 12 University Placement Result 2023 / 2015 EC


NEAEA Result & Cut off (Old)

	6th Grade Ministry Result 2023 (Ethiopia) (Released on 28 July 2023)
	8th Grade Ministry Result 2023 (Ethiopia)(Released on 28 July 2023)
	Exit Exam Result 2023 (Ethiopia) (Released on 6 May 2023)


							

						
						
							
								NEAEA News 2023/2015 (Today’s Top Breaking News) Ethiopia

							

							
NEAEA News 2023/2015 (Today’s Top Breaking News) Ethiopia: The  NEA (National Assessment Agency) or NEAEA (National Educational Assessment and Examinations Agency) officially release all the latest news in their respective website and social networking sites.

All the students can check the top breaking news from NEA or NEAEA Ethiopia. As soon as we received any updates or breaking news we will update in this page. On an important note, students must check the official website www.neaea.gov.et.

[image: NEAEA News 2021/2013 (Today's Top Breaking News) Ethiopia]NEAEA News


NEAEA News 2023/2014 Results

As a matter of fact, The NEAEA upgrading its website for Grade 10 Result 2020, the results likely to be released shortly.


2013 E.C. M 12th grade national exam results are announced

—————-




The ministry of education has announced the results of the 2013 E.M. 12th grade national exam.




The press release given by Mr. Tefera Feyisa, Deputy Director General of the Ministry of Education, National Education and Exams Agency in 2013 E. Out of the 617,991 students who registered for the national exam of M 12th grade, 599,003 (96.9%) have taken the exam.




In the first round of the civics exam in all schools, due to the similarity of results and the result is not to be used as a competition for university entrance exam.




Mr. Tefera Feyisa Aklewum has explained that all students are supposed to bring 50% and more average points to the schools that are used to attend private and government higher education.




The Deputy Director General has said that the entrance point of government universities will be announced in the future.




Students can know their results by using the following options.

1) Website in Education and Exams Services:- result.neaea.gov.et

2) On Ministry of Education website:- result.ethernet.edu.et

3) On Telegram Bot (Telegram Bot):- @moestudentbot -.

4) In 9444 SMS (9444 SMS):- Enter their identity number on the text message and send it to 9444 you can see their results.




Attention: Applicants who want real support can apply by visiting student.ethernet.edu.et



	NEAEA Grade 12 Result 2023
	NEAEA Grade 10 Result 2023
	Grade 10 Passing Point (Cut off) 2012
	Grade 12 (University) cut off marks 2012. (NEW)
	Intake-Capacity-for-2011-Entry is published now.
	Students who have an issue with the marks submit complain
	NEAEA Grade 12 Compliant Result 2019


NEAEA News 2023/2014 (Today’s Top Breaking News) Ethiopi

Updates on 1st January 2023


It has been known that the National Education Examination Agency has not given the 2013 12th grade national exam in areas where there were security problems.






According to this in 2013. The 12th-grade national exam of the school year has announced that the National Examination Agency will give a press release in areas that have not been examined due to the collapse of the security in our country.










The 2013 E/C general education final exam (12th grade national exam) has been completed peacefully.

——————————————————————-

The National Education and Challenges Agency has confirmed the completion of the 2013 E/C general education exam (12th grade national exam) in a press release given yesterday. The statement given by the deputy director of the agency, 617,991 students have registered to take the national exam, but the security in some areas of our country.



Problem Aquaya 565,255 national exam testers Even though the agency planned to take the exam, it has explained that 545,381 students took the exam and 96.5%. Even though it is a time of great peace, it has stated that being able to take the exam is a great success as a country. The source of this success is the education administration, the command post that is built from the federal to the school, the security structure parents and the society.



Boo in the making of a team They said they should be accepted. It doesn’t mean that the answers of the national exam that were circulating on social media are based on the technical, administrative and digital committees that were under the command post are based on the information given by the average society. We are following the issue very soon based on the information that the exam stations have been following the issue with the answer papers and reports and other information that come with the answer papers. At the level of students, in school and They have explained that action will be taken in the form of education. Finally, they have completed the press release by giving appropriate answers to the questions raised by journalists.








Director-General of the National Education Assessment and Examinations Agency, Dilamo Oteri, said the 2012 Grade 12 National Examination is high in terms of enrollment, challenge and results.

Out of the total test takers, 55.7 percent scored more than 350. According to the statement, the test results are better than last year, with 702 students taking more than 600.

The highest score of the year was 669, he said. Students will be able to view their results on the exam agency’s website and text message number 8181 starting tomorrow. He said the ministry is working with the Ministry of Science and Higher Education on admission and passing points.

It is reported that the 12th-grade national exam will be given on paper.

______________________________-

The Minister of Education that was going to be given online in 2012 The national level 12 release exam will be given on paper.



The minister of education Getahun Mekuriya (PHD) has announced that the 12th-grade national exams are not able to enter the country because of Corona.

According to this, the 2012 E. The national exam is on February 29, 2013 The minister has stated that he will give.



It has been announced that the examination ID will be given in the school from February 22 to 24 From February 21-27,2013, 21-27,2013 It has been stated that the exam and return papers will be reached to the zones.



The 2012 E. C It is remembered that the Ministry of Education has been preparing to give the 12th-grade national exam.

Note: To get all examination result alert to join our facebook page!
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